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Introduction & Motivation

Tunnel

Motivational scenario: Measured link quality of a train ride from Osnabrück
to Münster, which shall be exactly reproduced in the laboratory.

Link ‘em bridge prototype.

When recreating an outdoor deployment in the laboratory or re-evaluating other researchers’ work, the same setup should lead to the same results.
Unfortunately, it is not that easy to exactly reproduce link conditions. Most available emulators lack crucial features for reproducibility. For example, when
using the popular network emulator NetEm, it is neither possible to initialize loss models with a fixed seed nor use a predefined trace to exactly recreate a
loss or delay pattern. To overcome these problems, we introduce Link ’em, an open source link emulation bridge.

System Architecture
Link ‘em uses a Raspberry Pi3
as its underlying hardware
platform, to which an
additional Realtek 8153 USB
Ethernet dongle is connected.
Both Ethernet interfaces are
configured using brctl to form
a layer-2 bridge. The desired
link characteristics are then
emulated on the new bridge
interface using our extended
netem version.
The NetEm trace extension
uses a pcap trace for a
packet-wise reproduction of
the observed loss and delay
patterns.
Our seed extension allows
the initialization of NetEm's
existing loss models with a
fixed seed for the used
Random Number Generator.
A fitting loss model parameterization can be trained
by using the included model
parameteriser. More complex
loss
models
can
be
implemented with the aid of
our SAGE-based loss API.
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Link ‘em system architecture.
All emulation parameters can be changed during
runtime by accessing the Pi remotely via ssh over the
existing Wi-Fi interface.
Further information on the usage and system
architecture of Link‘ em can be found in our paper.

Structural similarity of streamed videos over emulated
links, compared to the pre-captured reference video.

Demonstration
The differences between a model-based emulation via NetEm and a trace-based
emulation using our Link ’em bridge can be best seen when comparing two video
streams. Both emulations create the same average packet loss rate and average
delay. But while the Link ‘em emulation looks almost excactly like the precaptured video, NetEm creates different loss patterns, and, thus, different visual
artifacts. This is verified by a side-by-side structural similarity comparison, as
shown in the figure above. The pre-captured video is used as the reference for
both similarity calculations. While the usage of Link ‘em results in an average
SSIM of 0.996 (std 0.023), NetEm only achieves a SSIM of 0.695 (std 0.172).

Download & Further Information
Demonstration setup: Video streaming with emulated link qualities.
f.l.t.r.: Pre-captured reference video, trace-based Link ‘em (yellow),
unmodified NetEm with trained Gilbert-Elliot loss model (blue).

All sources including a ready-to-go image are available at:
https://sys.cs.uos.de/linkem/
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